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Newsletter #4 
 

Hello Rally Enthusiasts, 

 

Rally plans are nearing completion.   

We can at last announce the cost of the rally is $300 per head, however, as the 
Rootes Group Car Club of Vic is contributing $75.00 per head (Adult) the cost 
to each participant will be $225.00 (Adult) Children (POA).  Invoices will be sent 
out shortly. 

Neil and Jennifer Yeomans (VIC) met with Paul and Mae Johnson (NSW) in 
Canberra for the official handover ceremony (although a tad late).   The sacred 
hooter and banner are now safely in Victoria, ready for updating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

A reminder to all who have not yet booked accommodation at the Midcity 
Motel to do so promptly to avoid disappointed.   The motel will also be our 
rally HQ.  The phone number is 03 55623866.  The address is 525 Raglan 
Parade Warrnambool. 

A small number of entants have not sent in their Rally Registration forms.   
Please help us with our organising and return the form to  Jennifer as soon as 
possible.  If you have misplaced your registration form, please email us 
rootesrally@gmail.com to request a new one. 

We plan to have an outdoor BBQ dinner on the first evening (7th). Whilst there 
may be some seating available, we recommend you pack a light weight chair or 
two if you have them.    

Covid Compliance 

As you know covid regulations have been somewhat relaxed.  Whilst we aim to 
do our best to make the rally as safe as possible, we ask that everyone 
understands that the rally will be conducted in compliance with the Covid Safe 
regulations in place at the time of the rally.  Hand sanitizer will be provided in 
each rally pack, however do we ask that you supply your own face masks if 
they are deemed necessary or if you wish to wear one  as a precaution. 

Who Going 

Atkin Bill & Irene Vic 4 Cars  TBA 
Barke John & Jennifer Vic 1953 Sunbeam Talbot 
Barke John & Jennifer Vic 1961 Sunbeam Rapier 
Borg Francis & Norma Vic 2 Cars TBA 
Bothe David & Karyn Vic TBA 
Brown Murray & Jodie Vic 1959 Humber 
Cassin Vivien & Jane Vic Modern 
Chinnick Alex & Amy Vic TBA 
Fernando Shiran & Imara        Vic Hillman Hunter 
Forth Ron & Lorraine Vic 1964 Humber Ambulance 
Freeman Steve & Lesley SA 1955 Hillman Husky 
Gee Leo & Margaret Vic TBA 
Gillard Ian & Anna Vic Mazda MX5 
Gunn Colin & Robyn Vic TBA 
Guy Barry & Linda Payne SA 1955 Commer Superpoise 
Hall Barry & Joyce SA Hillman Avenger 
Howell John     Vic TBA 
Jack Geordie & Christine NSW 1964 Superminx Mk  IV 
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Johnson Paul & Mae NSW 1962 Superminx 
Keating Bernie & Jeanette Vic TBA 
Knights Judy     Vic Modern 
Knights Robert & Chris Vic Hillman Hunter 
Lambert Matthew & Kristi Vic TBA 
Lindsay Michael & Christine Vic TBA 
Lorensini Val    Vic Modern 
Maher Max & Val NSW 1960 Hillman Minx IIIa 
Marskell Lindsay     NSW 1962 Superminx 
McKay Brian & Margaret Vic 1965 Hillman Imp 
Meehan Bernie & Jo Vic Humber Supersnipe 
Somerfield David & Toi Vic 1967 Hillman Gazelle 
Urquhart Ross &   Vic 1961 Hillman Minx 
Walsh Paul & TBA QLD Hillman Hunter 
Walter Allan & Jan Vic 1967 Hillman Imp 
Walter Robin     Vic 1962 Sunbeam Rapier 
Warren Colin & Ruth Vic 1963 Imp 
Warren Ian & Sue Vic 1964 Hillman Imp 
   Vic 1963 Humber Supersnipe 
Watson David     SA 1968 Commer CC15 
Wilson Jim & Lenore NSW 1957 Hillman Minx 
Wilson Peter & Lorraine Vic 1956 Hillman Minx Mk8 
Wood Jean     Vic  
Yeomans Neil & Jennifer Vic 1968 Triumph MD 
 
Fletcher Jones 
     

The Fletcher Jones Factory and Gardens were established in 1948 by David Fletcher Jones in 
Warrnambool. His "Modern New Decentralised Garden Factory" was a result of growing demand and 
advanced views of employee satisfaction and engagement. The company became renowned not only 
for the quality of its clothing - an iconic Australian brand - but also for Fletcher Jones' progressive 
approach to employer/employee relations and an innovative shareholding scheme. The development 
of manufacturing industries in regional centres occurred through decentralisation initiatives following 
the Second World War. Due to post-war shortages of building materials, Fletcher Jones bought a 
number of war surplus structures from the Army camp at Darley. Forming the basis of the new 
factory, these buildings were used as cutting rooms, sewing rooms, and a canteen. Fletcher Jones also 
purchased aeroplane anchors and heavy airways concrete blocks to be used as fencing and garden 
borders/features. In 1949 a Quonset hut was acquired and used to house a dry cleaning plant and 
alterations department. In 1951 a Bristol building was erected on the site adjacent to the original 
canteen and housed the mail order and accounts departments. In 1947 Fletcher Jones commissioned 
W.J.T. (Tag) Walter to create a modernist facade to the series of Darley buildings. Common features 
which were repeatedly used as advertising symbols were the Fletcher Jones (FJ) man and the roundel. 
The roundel had been used since the 1930s, and this feature exists on a pillar of the concrete anchor 
fence and the Lava Street elevation of the sewing room. A central tower featuring the FJ man and the 
roundel was built between the canteen and the cutting room, which was the location of Fletcher 
Jones' office. An illuminated advertising sign was placed adjacent to his office above the canteen and 
a curved glazed corner entry was installed between the tower and cutting room wing. However, this 
entry has been significantly altered and the tower above the first floor level has been removed, as has 



the signage. Between 1951 and 1974 the factory had numerous alterations and extensions. Two 
significant features were the Round Room and the water tower. The Round Room was a prominent 
feature of the main facade, built in 1951as an addition to the original canteen. The 40 metre high 
water tower was built for fire protection and as a booster system in 1967. The tower's massive 
concrete foundations extend through the building and the elevated steel tripod and steel spherical 
tank tower over the complex. Fletcher Jones established an attractive ornamental garden setting for 
his employees. Work commenced in 1949 and the gardens were extended to the west in 1951. The 
gardens quickly became popular among employees, local residents and tourists. The highly manicured 
landscape consists of flower beds, lawn, rockeries, pergolas, a sunken garden and pond and several 
large floral baskets. Also located in the garden are a variety of sculptures, including a basalt sculpture 
designed by Warrnambool artist Robert Ulmann as a memorial to Fletcher Jones. Other sculptures 
include the Fletcher Jones man, a bas relief sculpture of a man clad in permanent press trousers and 
shirt, and the Sphere and Trilon sculpture, copied from the 1939 New York World Fair, which Fletcher 
Jones regarded as a symbol of progress. Even though the company expanded its operations to other 
sites, the Warrnambool complex remained the administrative and production hub of the company for 
many years. Fletcher Jones was knighted in 1974 for his services to decentralisation and the 
community. How is it significant? Fletcher Jones Factory and Gardens are of historical, social and 
aesthetic significance to the State of Victoria. Why is it significant? Page 2 Report generated 10 
September 2015 Fletcher Jones Factory and Gardens are of historical and social significance because 
of Fletcher Jones' progressive approach to employee benefits and the firm he founded, Fletcher Jones 
& Staff Pty Ltd. He introduced an innovative scheme of shareholding and other progressive initiatives 
and services based on cooperative and consultative principles - termed the 'FJ Family' by the 
company. The degree of staff involvement in the company is unusual in the history of Australian 
business. The company's distinctive ethos is reflected in the extensive and ornamental garden 
established for the enjoyment of staff and local residents. The Fletcher Jones Factory is of historical 
and social significance as one of the largest clothing manufacturers in Australia; its iconic Australian 
brand; its contribution to the 20th century manufacturing industry in Australia; and for the unusual 
and successful integration of surplus military structures, buildings and modernist facade in a factory 
setting. They reflect the resourcefulness and dynamism of Fletcher Jones in the use of war surplus 
structures and objects during a time of building material shortages. Throughout the complex are 
reflections of the post-war growth in population and in the manufacturing industry, and the Federal 
Government's support of decentralisation. The 1967 water tower is of social significance as a 
distinctive and visible feature, the design of which transforms a structure performing a utilitarian 
function into a structure of landmark prominence. The tower represents a clever use of a restricted 
site which did not allow for a traditional four-legged base. The Gardens are of aesthetic significance as 
a rare and outstanding example of a mid-twentieth century ornamental garden created in an 
industrial setting. The manicured lawns complement the sculptures, landscape structures, water 
features, rockeries, pergolas, urns, 'Monier' seats, flower baskets and beds with colourful and 
intricate displays of annual bedding plants. The planting features contrasting forms, foliage and colour 
with the use of uncommon vegetation such as Kentia Palms, strap leaves and weeping plants. Other 
distinctive features are the plants which are clipped into hedges, squares and balls. The planting was 
intricate and colourful, and maintained to the highest horticultural standards where neatness and 
control ruled. This style became a model for many small, post-war suburban gardens.  

 


